Making & building (K-1)

**ACTIONS**
- built
- made
- tied
- cut
- dug
- stick
- paint
- fixed

**GENERAL WORDS**
- tools
- prize
- gift
- present
- money
- pay
- own
- free

**TOOLS & EQUIPMENT**

**Making:**
- glue
- tape
- pin
- string
- tube

**Building:**
- hammer
- nails
- wood
- wire
- chain
- rope
- ladder
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Making, building, & buying (K-1)
Word-family map

builds
built
building

shipbuilding
buildup

rebuild
rebuilt
rebuilding

build

builder
buildings
Making, building, & buying (K-1)
Word-family map

- makeup
- shoemaker
- lawmaker
- mapmaker
- handmade
- homemade
- man-made
- ready-made
- self-made
- decision-making
- make-believe

- makes
- made
- making

- remake
- remade
- remaking

- maker
Making, building, & buying (K-1)

Word-family map

- sticks
  - sticking
  - stuck

- lipstick
  - yardstick
  - candlestick
  - stick figure
  - stick insect

- stick

- unstick
  - unstuck
  - unsticking

- sticker
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Making, building, & buying (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

With a **pin**, Grandpa hung a small mirror on the tent wall. *(Where the red fern grows)*

One boy knew how to make pinwheels. He showed his friends how to **pin** red and blue paper to a stick. *(Green light go)*

A small, sharp piece of metal like a needle (n)

He picked up Mother’s sewing basket and the **pins** and needles and thread. *(Arthur’s loose tooth)*

To put things together with a pin (v)

Today, people in England and Canada **pin** red poppies to their shirts or coats to remember the soldiers who died fighting in a war. *(Flags and red poppies)*
Making, building, & buying (K-1)
Multiple-meaning-word map

They wanted to surprise her with a special **present**, but they didn't have a lot of money. 
*The surprise*

Look at some ways people in the past traveled. Then, look at ways people travel in the **present**. How do you think people will travel in the future? 
*Traveling through time*

a gift (n)

"When I was a young girl, my own mother gave me this very bracelet. Now I am giving it to you."
"It is a wonderful **present**," I said. 
*Yoon and the jade bracelet*

the time that is now (n), or being or happening now (adj)

"It just so happens that at the **present** time, I have seven homes for sale. I bet I can sell you a home!"
*Big Hog’s house hunt*